YOUNG BPW EUROPE – ACTIVITIES

• 2017: YOUNG BPW EUROPE SYMPOSIUM IN ROME

• 2017/2018: MONITORING OF YOUNG BPW MEMBERS IN EUROPE

• 2018: YOUNG BPW EUROPE SYMPOSIUM IN VIENNA

4th Young BPW Europe Symposium

Women and Enterpreneurship

Unconscious Bias

Networking

Rome, April 21st – 23rd, 2017

Work – Life Balance

Discover Apple company

4th Young BPW Europe Symposium

The theme of the Symposium will be

S.I.S.S.I. for YBPW =

Sharing Idea, Strengths, Skills, Ingredients

for Young Business and Professional Women

With the collaboration of Young BPW Austria
YOUNG BPW EUROPE

MONITORING OF YOUNG MEMBERS

The European Federation is the biggest among BPW Regions. It would be really interesting to understand how many young members are enrolled.

I have asked the European Presidents and the Young BPW Representatives (even the old contacts) to help me to create and update a Young BPW Europe directory, with:

1) all names and contacts of Young BPW Europe Representatives first of all, and if possible

2) a list of BPW members.

The first point is completed at 75%, while I am still working on the second one.

Hopefully, after the Symposium in May and the Presidents’ Meeting the situation will be clearer.

YOUNG BPW CYPRUS

On March 1st, 2018 – Networking Event

“Is job satisfaction the key to success?”

Four successful women were invited to discuss about job satisfaction and how this affected their career path.

Through a discussion sharing their personal experiences and succession stories we will reveal if the key to success is the job satisfaction.

Thanks to the Young BPW Cyprus Representative Natali Antoniadou

YOUNG BPW CYPRUS

YOUNG BPW ESTONIA

BPW Estonia celebrated its 25th Birthday on November 11th, 2017.

Every year, BPW Estonia nominates women who have been outstanding in society and our young member select awards the young female entrepreneur of the year.

Young Female Entrepreneur of the year: Founder and Chief Executive Kristel Kruustük.

Kristel is a young entrepreneur who created an international company Testilo, a software company founded by testers (https://testlio.com).

Thanks to Young BPW Estonia Representative Angela Ventsel

Young BPW Estonia heard about the work of Kriss, new laundry clothes and assurances that Estonian women are outstanding and active in the broader world.

Thanks to Young BPW Estonia Representative Angela Ventsel

Young BPW France organized a Young weekend in January 2018 in Lille to define together what to do in 2017 for women’s empowerment, meeting hubtobe’s team and visit the city.

Young BPW members were volunteers to support the organization team. The Young BPW Representative was in charge of women in STEM hub.

Thanks to Young BPW France Representative Nolwenn Germain

Young members were volunteers to support organisation’s team, having a stand and doing networking.

Jump is an event in different cities in France and in Bruxelles.

Elle active was organised by the magazine Elle and BPW members participated for networking.

Elle active event

Thanks to Young BPW Switzerland Representative Joana Torres

NATIONAL YOUNG BPW DAY

Held in Bern on March 25th, 2017

It is one of the nationally promoted events for young BPW.

It is a full day event, held in English, so that participants from all the Swiss regions speaking German, French, Italian or Rumantsch can participate.

The objective is to empower Young BPW with a full day program to a dedicated topic. It is a mix of presentation, experience, interactive workshop and having a convivial lunch together.

In 2017 the topic was "Agile Management and Digital Leadership".

For 2018 it will be on Saturday April 21st 2018 in Bern, the topic is "Women and Start-Ups".
NATIONAL YOUNG BPW DAY “Agile Management and Digital Leadership”.

In 2018 on May 17th, Young BPW Athens Club is going to organize a workshop in a special place in the center of Athens. The title of the workshop will be “Let’s Act, let’s Start up!”

Key speakers will be called to inspire young women how they can dare to make their dream and talent business.

Thanks to the Young BPW Athens Club Representative Konstantina Sofikiti

Photos from the first meeting in 2018 where Young members met to get to know each other and discuss about our goals for the events of Young BPW Athens in 2018.

Young BPW Athens Club members participated at the street race and walk against breast cancer named “Race of Cure Athens”.

YOUNG BPW TWINNING

On 25.11.2017 Young BPW Estonia and Young BPW Finland met each other in Turku (Finland).

During the meeting they exchanged experiences and discussed ongoing cooperation plans and also met an inspirational women entrepreneur (Cool & Classy).

After the hard work they had an experience in a room escape and dinner.

Thanks to Young BPW Estonia Angela Ventsel and Young BPW Finland Anni Riheläinen Representatives
A great Twinning kick off meeting with BPW Larnaca-Famagusta, took place in Thessaloniki in 12th-15th October 2017.

BPW Thessaloniki hosted 23 BPW members from BPW Larnaca-Famagusta, BPW Cyprus, BPW Nicosia, BPW Limassol and BPW Athens.

BPW Thessaloniki organised a discussion with Mrs. Maria Spyra, member of European Parliament, about the «Role of Life Long Learning for the promotion of women in Entrepreneurial leadership».

Thanks to the Young BPW Thessaloniki Club Representative Sosanna Liagara